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TKH – VERTICAL GROWTH MARKET – PARKING

Growth drivers

Frictionless parking is a key trend for the future of parking which needs new technology 

The addressable market for the TKH technologies is growing fast because of the fact that the technologies become efficient  for smaller 

parking garages – today focus on garages with more than 2000 spaces – which is only 10% of the market

High priority for parking owners and operators to increase the in general low utilisation rate of parking garages

High priority to work with revenue enhancing technologies related to differentiated and variable pricing per parking space

Increased level of security  to cope with the increased level of thefts – communication and video based monitoring systems

Need to reduce the Co2 footprint – through efficient guiding systems that streamline the traffic in the parking garage

Preparation for autonomous driving cars ask for sensor infra structure and guiding

Demand for efficiency solutions to lower the OPEX – central control rooms and automatic call handling

Demand for more comfort and convenience for parkers to improve the parking garage competitive position

Position

Strong worldwide installed base with parking operators as well as hospitals, airports, shopping malls, retail and event locations

Available disrupting technologies that meet the requirements of today and the future in parking

Technologies available that drive efficiency through centralization, smart maintenance, yield management and modular parking solutions

Strong worldwide sales organization – with especially strong position in the segment of bigger parking garages >2000 spaces

Turnover (in € millions) 2012 2017 2018

Bandwidth growth 

scenario

Parking 20 47 58 150 200

Turnover developments and targets
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PARKING BUSINESS SEGMENTS

Controlled vs Non-Controlled 

Active monitoring and management

Passive management i.e. open lots, non-

controlled car parks

TKH Group Focus - Controlled Facilities

Command and control technologies 

Customer experience technologies 
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MEGA PARKING TRENDS

Demands for better customer experience

Internet bookings

Frictionless parking

Premium parking

Efficient parking 

Customer awareness – Social media

Heightened focus on security 

Opportunities created through technology
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TKH GROUP CORE TECHNOLOGIES

Command and control technology 

Remote command center management  

Intercom communication

CCTV surveillance

LPR vehicle identification by plate

Access control 
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TKH GROUP CORE TECHNOLOGIES

Customer Experience Technology 

Way finding 

Guidance

Impact of the customer journey

Car park lighting 
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MEGA TRENDS VS. TECHNOLOGIES
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PARKING GUIDANCE
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PARKING GUIDANCE EVOLUTION

data-driven + LPR 

sensor with a brain

robust data & live video

advanced tech 

remote monitoring

verified 99+% accuracy

binary yes/no  

occupancy only

rudimentary data

manual performance 

monitoring onsite

moderate accuracy, 

hard to verify

binary yes/no 

occupancy only

rudimentary data  

manual performance 

monitoring onsite

low accuracy, 

needs manual resets

zonal 

system
ultrasonic camera-

based
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THE PARKER JOURNEY

App to find  

availability

Wayfinding  

signs on arrival

Interior  

directionals

Smart-Sensor LEDs

signaling drivers  to 

vacant bays

Reduced Time to Park

through data/

navigation synergy

Find Your Car™

on return

Exit to roadway

includes validation by  

LPR exit camera  

(under development)
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CAMERA BASED 

GUIDANCE APPLICATIONS 
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CAMERA BASED GUIDANCE APPLICATIONS
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CAMERA BASED GUIDANCE APPLICATIONS

Our breakthrough software with 

Find Your Car™ locator

Returning parker or staff member simply types 

in plate number or scan parking tickets

Via mobile app, touchscreen kiosk, pay 

station or other onsite system
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CAMERA BASED GUIDANCE APPLICATIONS

Wayfinding right at hand:

Find availability before arrival

Locate vehicle upon exit
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CAMERA BASED GUIDANCE APPLICATIONS

Unique field of view enables increased security 

coverage

Smart-sensor cameras have 

clear view of parking bays

Capture streaming video 

and/or images up to 10 fps

Motion triggered or continuous
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CAMERA BASED GUIDANCE APPLICATIONS

Automated real-time email 

alerts for violators and staff

No fixed barriers/gates needed

Policy/overstays enforcement

User group control for tiered parking

Guard against threat vehicles

Recognize VIPs upon arrival
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CAMERA BASED GUIDANCE APPLICATIONS

Premium and conditional 

pricing via LPR

Designate areas without gate 

systems or nested barriers

(i.e. premium, mixed use, events, off-peak, 

short stay zones, free retail parking

Auto-assign rates through revenue control 

integration
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GOING SMALL
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TKH GROUP – PARKING GROWTH STRATEGY

Focused on most impactful mega trends

Aggressively cross selling existing customers

Driving technology into smaller facilities

Inorganic growth through acquisitions

Park Eyes

Tattile
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A FEW EXISTING CUSTOMERS
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TKH GROUP CORE PARKING TECHNOLOGIES

TKH GROUP IS UNIQUELY 

POSITIONED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 

OF THE TRENDS OF THE GROWING 

AND CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF 

PARKING 
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ABOUT ME

TKH CAPITAL MARKETS DAY

Thank you for your attention

12 June 2019
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ABOUT ME

Disclaimer

Statements included in this press release that are not historical facts (including any statements

concerning investment objectives, other plans and objectives of management for future operations or

economic performance, or assumptions or forecasts related thereto) are forward-looking statements.

These statements are only predictions and are not guarantees. Actual events or the results of our

operations could differ materially from those expressed or implied in the forward-looking

statements. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by the use of terms such as "may,"

"will", "should", "expect", "could", "intend", "plan", "anticipate", "estimate", "believe", "continue",

"predict", "potential" or the negative of such terms and other comparable terminology.

The forward-looking statements are based upon our current expectations, plans, estimates,

assumptions and beliefs that involve numerous risks and uncertainties. Assumptions relating to the

foregoing involve judgments with respect to, among other things, future economic, competitive and

market conditions and future business decisions, all of which are difficult or impossible to predict

accurately and many of which are beyond our control. Although we believe that the expectations

reflected in such forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, our actual results

and performance could differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements.


